Shruti, my pranaam for awakening me to the Triple Taqdir: "Qiyamah! Qiyamah! Qiyamah!"

This Triple Taqdir will become more fearful than the triple talaq of the 72-houris bribed Faithfool. (January 11, 2021)

January 9, 2021

NOTE: I am just repeating for the sake of clarity. If HALF THE SKY is to truly understand why Jesus is on their side and their Paraclete-HOLY SPIRIT-THE MOTHER-DEVI, the article is ground zero for them to stand on with great strength and deep faith. The line that Jesus drew in the synagogue sand to protect the adulteress will, in the future, increasingly stop a mullah mob in Pakistan or Afghanistan or ....

Jesus' message will only be understood by ears that hear, and will empower THEM immensely.

So what do those who have ears hear? Knowledge! The Knowledge that destroys the 5,000-year-old domination of the Pentecost Father and his brutal subjugation of all the ribs of Adam.

It is Knowledge that will now empower HALF THE SKY in the future to also draw a line in the sand against anyone transgressing their participation in the Resurrection. "Qiyamah! Qiyamah! Qiyamah!" This Triple Taqdir will become more fearful than the triple talaq of the 72-houris bribed Faithfool.

So HALF THE SKY must meditate deeply on this 2050 vision that my pending post about the Resurrection and End Times will also point towards. Thank you.

Shruti

Hi jagbir,

The Knowledge you are talking about can it be accessed only through reading books and by accessing to other academic information?

if so than what's the hope for people who can't acquire this information as of now due to lack of proper education or other insufficient resources?

Thanx.

Jagbir

[11:33 AM, 1/9/2021] No, Shruti, the Knowledge I am talking about is only available at HALF THE SKY here. If the 5 minute Unholy Spirit came 2000-years ago and completed Jesus' message for the Pentecost Father, what Knowledge are we talking about?

[11:44 AM, 1/9/2021] 500 years have passed for the Sikhs, and yet no priest talks about the AYKAA MAYEE.

In the first place, none of them have any idea SHE exists even though they hear HER name mentioned in the Japji Sahib morning prayers and Rehras evening prayers. When will Sikhs have ears that can hear?

I can go on and on with all religions, especially the Faithfool. What books or academic information is available?
There is nothing out there, as has been the case for centuries. THE MOTHER is the only oasis for the thirsty in the barren desert of religions.

[12:18 PM, 1/9/2021] And what information did SYs give to the world regarding the arrival of the Paraclete to complete the message of Jesus? Now, even after 50 years, SYs are still into the subtle system, mantras, and petty, daily repetitive rituals. When and where will anyone get the Knowledge of the Kingdom of God that Jesus wanted the whole world to know, and was completed by the Paraclete over 40 years?

Everything is proceeding in the right direction. There is nothing that needs to be done as whatever needs to be done is being done, here. We began last June 21, 2020, and we have a long way to go towards 2050. Just enjoy HER Lila.

Shruti

Thanx Jagbir

Jagbir
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